The phenomenon of altered risk factor patterns or reverse epidemiology in persons with advanced chronic kidney failure.
This lecture reviews a recently described phenomenon in patients with advanced chronic renal failure who are undergoing maintenance hemodialysis or chronic peritoneal dialysis. The phenomenon is called risk factor reversal, reverse epidemiology, or altered risk factor patterns, and it has to do with altered relations between risk factors and the hazard ratio for morbidity or mortality in these persons. This risk factor reversal phenomenon has been reported for body weight-for-height measures, systolic and diastolic blood pressures, and serum total cholesterol, LDL-cholesterol, homocysteine, creatinine, and parathyroid hormone concentrations, as well as metabolic acidemia. These risk factors are often associated with cardiovascular morbidity or mortality and with total mortality. The relations between these risk factors and the hazard ratio for morbidity or mortality vary from major alterations from the relations found in the general population (eg, for systolic or diastolic hypertension versus the hazard ratio of mortality) to a complete, mirror-image reversal (eg, that for body mass index versus the hazard ratio of mortality). Several potential causes of altered risk factor patterns are discussed here, and it is suggested that the major cause is the confounding effects of protein-energy malnutrition and inflammatory disorders, which commonly occur in maintenance dialysis patients.